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A Knowledge-Based Approach
to the Analysis of Loops
Salwa K. Abd-El-Hafiz, Member, /€E€ Computer Society, and Victor R. Basili, Fellow, /€€€
Abstract-This paper presents a knowledge-based analysis approach that generates first order predicate logic annotations of
loops. A classification of loops according to their complexity levels is presented. Based on this taxonomy, variations on the basic
analysis approach that best fit each of the different classes are described. In general, mechanical annotation of loops is performed
by first decomposing them using data flow analysis. This decomposition encapsulates closely related statements in events, that can
be analyzed individually. Specifications of the resulting loop events are then obtained by utilizing patterns, called plans, stored in a
knowledge base. Finally, a consistent and rigorous functional abstraction of the whole loop is synthesized from the specifications of
its individual events. To test the analysis techniques and to assess their effectiveness, a case study was performed on an existing
program of reasonable size. Results concerning the analyzed loops and the plans designed for them are given.
Index Terms-First
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1 INTRODUCTION

P

understanding plays an important role in
nearly all software related tasks. It is vital to the maintenance and reuse activities. Such activities cannot be performed without a deep and correct understanding of the
component to be maintained or reused. Program understanding is also indispensable for improving the quality of
software development activities such as code reviews, debugging, and some testing approaches. All these development activities require programmers to read and understand programs.
Due to the importance of program understanding, there
has been considerable research on techniques and tools for
analyzing and understanding computer programs. Within
these efforts, substantial interest is usually directed towards
the specific topic of analyzing loops. This interest stems
mainly from inherent reasoning difficulties involving repeated program state modifications and the fact that loops
have a major effect on program understandability [42].
To analyze loops and reason about their properties, some
approaches define heuristics that can be used to guide a
search for a loop invariant [I91 or function 1321. However,
heuristic techniques in general are not always useful. After
applying the heuristics a considerable number of times, one
may or may not succeed in finding a correct invariant or
function. Other approaches focus on developing algorithmic
techniques for finding the invariants or functions of specific
simple classes of loops. The research performed by Basu and
Misra 181, Dunlop and Basili 1121, Katz and Manna 1261, and
Wegbreit 1491 is representative of these loop analysis apROGRAM
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proaches. These algorithmic approaches analyze loops
through the use of formal, semantically sound, and unambiguous notation. Although some of them provide guidelines
on how to mechanically generate loop invariants or functions, no algorithmic techniques were actually used to implement automatic analysis systems. A different approach,
that analyzes loops by mechanically decomposing them into
smaller fragments, was adopted by Waters [47]. Even though
Waters’ approach does not address the issue of how to use
this decomposition to mechanically annotate loops, it is especially interesting because of its practicality.
To analyze complete programs, the knowledge-based approaches utilize a knowledge base of plans in providing intelligent analysis results. Plans are defined as units of knowledge representing, or necessary for identifying, abstract programming concepts 1151, [161, 1241, [371, 1381, 1481. These approaches are inspired by the cognitive studies [311, [411, [43]
which suggest that the understanding process is one in which
programmers make use of stereotyped solutions to problems
in making sophisticated high-level decisions about a program. These knowledge-based approaches are all implemented, to varying degrees, in automatic analysis systems.
Some of these approaches are: graph-parsing [38],[50]; topdown analysis using the program’s goals as input [231, [241;
top-down analysis using a functional representation of programs that relates the program code and goals to a proof of
correctness [6], [33]; heuristic-based object-oriented recognition [15], [16]; transformation of a program into a semantically equivalent but more abstract form with the help of
plans and transformation rules [27], [29], 1461; and decomposition of a program into smaller more tractable parts using
control flow analysis [17] or program slicing 1181. Even
though these approaches demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of the automation of program understanding, they
lack some important features.
Most of the knowledge-based program analysis and understanding approaches produce program documentation
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that is generally in the form of structured natural language
text [9], [151, [16], [17], [24], [36], [38], [50]. Such informal
documentation gives expressive and intuitive descriptions
of the code. However, there is no semantic basis that makes
it possible to determine whether or not the documentation
has the desired meaning. This lack of a firm semantic basis
makes informal natural language documentation inherently
ambiguous.
Some of the knowledge-based approaches rely on realtime user-supplied information that might not be available
at all times. For instance, goals a program is supposed to
achieve [6], [24] or transformation rules that are appropriate
for analyzing a specific code fragment 1271, [461 are not always clear to the user. Others have difficulty in analyzing
nonadjacent program statements [29]. In addition, a significant amount of program analysis and understanding research used toy programs that are less than 100 lines of
code to validate proposed approaches. Realistic evaluations
of these approaches, which give quantifiable results about
recognizable and unrecognizable concepts in real and existing programs, are needed. Such evaluations can also
serve as a basis for empirical studies and future comparisons with other approaches [40].
To address the above-mentioned drawbacks, we present
a knowledge-based approach to the automation of program
analysis. It combines and builds on the strengths of a practical program decomposition method 1471, the axiomatic
correctness notation [191, and the knowledge-based analysis
approaches. It mechanically documents programs by generating first order predicate logic annotations of their loops.
The advantages of predicate logic annotations are that they
are unambiguous and have a sound mathematical basis.
This allows correctness conditions to be stated and verified,
if desired. Another advantage is that they can be used in
assisting formal development of software using such languages as VDM and Z [251,[451.
A family of analysis techniques has been developed and
tailored to cover different levels of program Complexity.
This complexity is determined by classifying while loops
along three dimensions. The first dimension focuses on the
control computation of the loop. As defined by Pratt [351,
the control computation for a loop is that part concerned
with the initialization, modification, and testing of the variables which determine the flow of control into, through,
and out of the loop. The second dimension focuses on the
complexity of the loop condition as determined by the
number of clauses it has. The third dimension focuses on
the complexity of the loop body. Based on this taxonomy,
the analysis techniques that can be applied to the different
loop classes are described.
In general, we annotate loops with predicate logic assertions in a step-by-step process as depicted in Fig. 1 [1]. The
analysis of a loop starts by decomposing it into fragments,
called events. Each event encapsulates the loop parts that
are closely related, with respect to data flow, and separates
them from the rest of the loop. The resulting events are then
analyzed, using plans stored in a knowledge base, to deduce their individual predicate logic annotations. Finally,
the annotation of the whole loop is synthesized from the
annotations of its events.

This study tests several hypotheses related to the presented analysis approach:

A loop complexity dimensions are indicators of its
amenability to analysis.
The loop decomposition and plan design methods can
make the plans applicable to many loops that are different in their designs and functions. This, in turn, can
increase plan utilization.
The analysis techniques can be automated.
To test the first two hypotheses and to characterize the
practical limits of the analysis approach, a case study on a set
of 77 loops in an existing Pascal program for scheduling university courses has been performed. The program has 1,400
executable lines of code and the loops analyzed have the
usual programming language features such as pointers, procedure and function calls, and nested loops. However, the
loops analyzed do not involve recursive function and procedure calls. Recursion is not currently being handled by our
analysis approach. To test the third hypothesis, a prototype
tool, which annotates loops with predicate logic annotations,
was developed.
Section 2 of this paper gives some of the definitions
used. Section 3 introduces the loop taxonomy. Sections 4
and 5 describe the techniques used for analyzing flat and
nested loops, respectively. Section 6 discusses the approach
presented and highlights its advantages and limitations.
Section 7 describes how the case study was performed and
gives the results of the analysis. Section 8 briefly explains
the design and structure of the implemented prototype tool.
Finally, conclusions and future research directions are
given in Section 9. Appendices A and B give the notation
and acronyms used throughout the rest of the paper.

2 DEFINITIONS
We start by defining some of the notation used throughout
this paper. First, we give the definitions related to the representation of while loops.
A control-fIozu graph is a directed graph that has one node
for each simple statement and one node for each control
predicate. There is an edge from node I to node J if an execution of J can immediately follow that for I [21].
Let the abstract representation of the while loop be while B do
S where the condition B has no side effects and the statements S are representable by a single-entry single-exit control-flow graph. This representation abstracts from the
syntax of the specific imperative programming language
being used. Though the approach described here applies to
all loops having this abstract representation, examples and
illustrations are given using Pascal. Using this abstract representation, a contvol variable of the while loop is a variable
that exists in the condition B and is modified in the body S.
The sequence of values scanned by a control variable are
these values that get assigned to the control variable and
actually used in the loop body.
Now, we give some definitions that introduce the language and terminology used in the analysis. A concurrent
assignment is a statement in which several variables can be
assigned simultaneously. We use the form U,,v2, .. ., un := e,,
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Fig. 1. Overview of the analysis approach

e2, . . ., e, to assign every ith expression from the right hand
list to its corresponding ith variable from the left hand list
[14], [32].A conditional assignment is a set of one or more
guarded concurrent assignments separated by commas 0'.
When the guard (i.e., the Boolean expression), of a concurrent assignment is satisfied, the modifications performed on
a variable are given by the concurrent assignment [14], [32].
Similar to Gries' definition of the alternative command, all
the guards must be well defined [14]. However, it is possible that all guards evaluate to false. In this case, no variable
is modified (i.e., the conditional assignment evaluates to a
skip command [14]). It should also be noted that because
we are only analyzing deterministic programs, all the
guards are mutually exclusive.
Any variable assigned in a conditional assignment defines the data flow out of the statement. Any variable referenced by a conditional assignment defines the data flow into
the statement. Two conditional assignments are said to be
circularly dependent if some variable is responsible for data
flow out of one statement and into the other, either directly
or indirectly, and vice versa.

3 A LOOPTAXONOMY
To design the analysis techniques that best fit different levels of program complexity, we classify while loops along
three dimensions. The first dimension focuses on the control computation part of the loop. The other two dimensions focus on the complexity of the loop condition and
body. Along each dimension, a loop must belong to one of
two complementary classes as shown in Table 1. In this
classification, the loops in the middle column are expected
to be more amenable to analysis than the corresponding
ones in the right column.
Within the first dimension, we differentiate between simple and general loops. Simple loops have a behavior similar to
that of for loops. They are defined by imposing two restrictions: the loop has a unique control variable, and the modifi-

cation of the control variable does not depend on the values
of other variables modified within the loop body. Loops that
do not satisfy these conditions are called general loops.
Along the second dimension, the complexity of the loop
condition can vary between two cases. In the noncomposite
case, B is a logical expression that consists of one clause of
the conjunctive normal form [39]. In the composite case,
more than one clause exists. Along the third dimension, the
complexity of the loop body varies between flat and nested
loop structures. In flat loop structures, the loop body cannot
include other loops. In nested structures, however, the loop
body includes one or more loops.
TABLE1
THETHREEDIMENSIONS
USED FOR CLASSIFYING LOOPS
1.
2.
3.

Dimension
Control computation
Complexity of condition
Complexity of body

Complementaryclasses
i
Generalloop
Simple loop
Noncompositecondition Composite condition
!
Nestedloop
Flat loop

4 ANALYSISOF FLATLOOPS
As depicted in Fig. 2, the analysis of flat loops is performed
in a step-by-step process divided into four main phases.
Descriptions of these phases and their application to the
example shown in Fig. 3 are given in the remainder of this
section [3].In this example, a simple loop with a noncomposite condition scans a segment of the array capacity
searching for its minimum.

0
Knowledge

Fig. 2. Analysis of flat loops.
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j , index,min,num-of-room: integer;
capacity: array[1 .. mm-room] of integer;

whilej < num-of-room + 1 do begm
i f capacity[i] < min then begin
index := j ;
min := capacityi[i];

end;
:=J+ 1

J

end;
Fig. 3. Analysis of flat loops.

4.1 Normalization of the Loop Representation
The purpose of this phase is to make the loop representation independent of the programming language and the
implementation specific details.
Normalization of the Loop Condition. The loop condition is converted into a standard normal form, which is the
conjunctive normal form. This normal form represents a wellformed formula (wff) in predicate logic as a conjunction of
clauses where a clause is defined to be a wff in conjunctive
normal form but with no instances of the and connector [391.
For example, the loop condition x < a or (y < b and z < c) is
transformed to the conjunction of two clauses. The first
clause is (x < a or y < b) and the second is (x < a or z < c).
Normalization of the Loop Body. A single unwinding of
the loop body is performed by symbolic execution [4] that
gives the net modification performed on each variable in one
iteration of the loop, if any 171. We use the conditional assignment notation to represent the result of this symbolic
execution.
After converting the loop condition and body into the
aforementioned standard forms, they are further normalized by performing some simplifications. Arithmetic expressions are simplified by converting them into an internal
canonical form for polynomials, manipulating them, and
converting them back to their external form [34]. Predicate
simplifications are performed using rule-based transformations. Since the simplification details are dependent on our
specific prototype implementation, they are not discussed
during the description of the analysis phases.
For the loop given in Fig. 3, the condition is already
in conjunctive normal form containing the one clause
j < num-of_yooms + 1. The symbolic execution does not
change the body of the loop. However, the net modification
performed on each variable is given in the form of a conditional assignment as follows:
Name

Conditional Assignment

c,

capacity[j] < min + index := j ,
capacity[j] < min =1 min := cnpacity[jl,
true =+i := j + 1

c
2

C?
~~~

4.2 Decomposition of the Loop Body
To facilitate the mechanical generation of loop annotations,
the symbolic execution result is uniquely decomposed into
segments of code that can be analyzed separately. Each segment encapsulates the statements that are interdependent
with respect to data flow. The loop segments are partitions of
the loop body symbolic execution result. Each segment con-

Order
1
2

3

Name
s3

s2
S1

Segment

j:=j+l
capacity[jl < min + min := capacityIj1
capacity[j] < min =1 index := j

Notice that the segment that defines j , S,, has the lowest
order because the other two segments, S, and S,, reference j
(i.e., S, + S, and S, + S,). Similarly, S, + S, because min is
defined in S, and referenced in S,. Since the premise of the
conditional assignment that modifies j is true, it is removed.
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4.3 Formation of the Loop Events
To represent the abstract concepts in a loop, we use the
loop body segments and the clauses of the loop condition to
form the loop events. We define two categories of loop
events: basic events and augmentation events.
Basic Events (BEs) are the fragments that constitute the
control computation of the loop. A BE consists of three parts:
the condition, the enumeration, and the initialization. The condition consists of only one clause from the loop condition. The
enumeration is a segment responsible for the data flow into
the condition (i.e., the variables assigned in the enumeration are
referenced by the condition).The initialization is the initialization of the variables defined in the enumeration.
To form BEs, each clause of the loop condition is used as
the condition of a unique BE. Then, the enumeration of each
BE is constructed from the highest order segment(s) having
data flow into the condition. If a clause has no segment responsible for the data flow into it, this means that this clause
is redundant and should be removed from the loop condition. If a segment is responsible for the data flow into the
loop condition but remains with no clause associated with it,
this segment is used as the enumeration of a new BE whose
condition is set to true. The initializations of the control variables defined in a BE are included in the initialization part.
The BE of the loop given in Fig. 3 is formed by combining the unique condition clause, (i < num-of-rooms + l),
with the only segment that is responsible for the data flow
into it, S,. Since the loop under consideration has no initializations, we use the notation j? to denote the initial
value of the variable j. As a result, the BE has the following
form:
condition:
j < numpof_rooms + 1
enumeration: j := j + 1
initialization: j := J ?

Augmentation Events (AEs) are the fragments that constitute loop computations other than the control computation. An AE consists of two parts: the body and the initialization. The body is one segment of the loop body that is not
responsible for the data flow into the loop condition. The
initialization is the initialization of the variables defined in
the body.
After identifying the BEs, the AEs bodies are formed
from the segments of the loop that did not get used in BEs.
The initialization of each variable defined in an AE is then
included in it.
For the loop shown in Fig. 3, the remaining segments S,
and S , constitute the bodies of two AEs given below. The
notation win? and index? are used to denote the initial values of the variables nzin and index
1) AE1

body: capacity[j]< min + min := capacityljl
initialization: min := min?
2) AE2
index := j
body: capacity[jl < min
initialization: index := index?
Finally, we give each event (basic or augmentation) the
same order as the segment it utilizes. This enforces the condition that the variables referenced in an event are either
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defined in a lower order event or not modified within the
loop at all. As mentioned in the previous subsection, this
makes it possible to propagate the results of analyzing an
event to the analysis of other events dependent on it.
The three events of the loop shown in Fig. 3 are thus ordered as follows.

1) BE (order 1)
condition: j < num-of-rooms + 1
enumeration: j := j + 1
initialization: j := j?
2) AE (order 2)
body: capacity[jl < min + min := capacity[jl
initialization: min := min?
3 ) AE (order 3 )
body: capacity[j]<min + index := j
initialization: index := index?
4.4 A Knowledge Base of Plans
To analyze the loop events, we utilize plans stored in a
knowledge base. We use the term 'plan' to refer to a unit of
knowledge required to identify an abstract concept in a
program. Our plans are used as inference rules [151, [16].
Their basic structure is divided into two parts: the antecedent and the consequent. When a loop event matches a plan
antecedent, the plan is fired. The instantiation of the information in the consequent represents the contribution of this
plan to the loop specifications. To guarantee the accuracy of
the predicate logic specifications included in the consequents, no partial matches with antecedents are allowed
(i.e., the antecedent has to be completely matched).
The knowledge base is designed so that any two plans
do not have similar antecedents. Thus, a loop event can
only match the antecedent of a unique plan. It should also
be noted that the possibility of designing as many plans as
the number of loop events in a specific program is reduced
because the loop events encapsulate abstract concepts that
can occur in different loops. Section 7 will examine this issue of the knowledge base size in more detail.
Corresponding to the two event categories, we have two
plan categories: Basic Plans (BPs) and Augmentation Plans
(APs).BPs analyze BEs and AI's analyze AEs. Plans are further classified according to the kind of loops they analyze.
In case of simple loops, the sequences of values scanned
by the control variable during and after the execution of a
simple loop can be easily written because the control computation is isolated from the rest of the loop. The loop condition, the control variable's initial value, and the net modification performed on the control variable in one loop iteration, if any, provide sufficient information for writing
these sequences. This specific information about the control
computation of the loop can be used to produce equally
specific loop specifications. The plans that analyze simple
loops can include these sequences and utilize them in
writing the loop specifications. The loop specifications produced for simple loops are the preconditions, invariants,
and postconditions. The formal approach used for deriving
the invariants is the axiomatic approach [141, [191, [20].In
this approach, if we assume that B, S,So, I, P, and (2 are the
loop condition, body, initialization, invariant, precondition,
and postcondition, respectively, then the relations between
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them are given in the following rules. In these rules, the
notation P { S ) Q means that if the predicate P is true before
executing the first statement of the program part S, and if S
terminates, then the predicate Q will be true after execution
of S is complete.

-

I (while B do S } I and B,
( I and B 3 Q), and
( P + T),where Tis deduced from T{So}I.
The analysis of geneml loops is not as straightforward as
that of simple ones. In many cases, it might not be easy, or
even possible, to obtain such specific knowledge because
the control computation of the loop is not as determinate
and isolated as in the case of simple loops. The sequences of
values scanned by the control variable(s) and the program
state at the end of the loop are usually dependent on the
combined indeterminate effects of several events and the
values of some program variables. As a result, the plans
that analyze general loops neither include the aforementioned sequences nor utilize them in writing the loop specifications. The loop postcondition can only be deduced after
the synthesis of the loop invariant. The postcondition is
formed by taking the conjunction of the loop invariant with
the negation of the loop condition [14], [19]. Using this
method to obtain the loop postcondition yields predicates
that might not be as informative and concise as those of
simple loops. As a result, additional simplifications might
be needed to reduce the complexity and improve the readability of general loops postconditions.
For instance, consider the simple loop shown in Fig. 3.
The sequence scanned by the control variable at any point
during the loop execution is j? to j - 1. This sequence is
needed to write the part of the invariant:

min = MIN({min?I U {capacity[j? .. j - ll}),
where MIN(s) is the minimum of the set s and U is the set
union operator. The final sequence of values scanned by the
control variable in this loop is j? to num_of_yooms. This sequence is needed to write the part of the postcondition:

min = MIN({min?JU {capacity[j? .. num_of_yooms I}).
In the general loop given in Fig. 4, however, there is no
guarantee that the final sequence scanned by the control
variable j will be j? to num_of_moms. The value of the final
sequence is dependent on the interaction of the two events
that modify flag and j , and the contents of the variables capacity and limit. As a result of this generality of the control
computation, the sequences of values scanned by the control variable(s) and, consequently, the postcondition parts
of the individual events cannot be written.
while (j<= num-of-rooms + 1) and (flag =fake) do begin
if capncityb] < limit then begin
index :=j ;

flag := true
end;
j : = j +1
end
Fig. 4. Example of a general loop.

To accommodate the differences between simple and
general loops, we have two categories of BPs. Determinate
BPs (DBPs) contain in their consequents information regarding the postcondition and the sequences of values
scanned by the control variable. Indeterminate BPs (IBPs),
on the other hand, do not contain such information. We
also have two categories of APs. Simple AI's (SAPS)utilize
the above sequences in writing the loop specifications, including its postcondition. General APs (GAPS) do not include the loop postcondition part or utilize the above sequences. These plan categories are shown in Fig. 5. It
should be noticed that because the information contained in
the consequents of IBPs is a subset of that contained in the
consequents of DBPs, DBPs can be used in analyzing general loops. In such cases, we neglect the information regarding the control sequences and the postcondition in the
DBPs consequents. However, because IBPs consequents do
not contain such specific information, IBPs cannot be used
in analyzing simple loops.

Basic Plans (BPs)

A
Indeterminate BPs

Determinate BPs
CDBPs)

WPS)

Augmentation Plans ( A P s )

A
General APs

Simple APs
(SAPS)

(Gas)

Fig. 5. Plan categories.

In general, The information included in a plans antecedent and consequent are described below. In this description, the words printed in bold correspond to fields in the
plans (see Figs. 6 and 7).
An antecedent contains the following information:
An individual listing of the control variables, in the
control-variables part, which serves to underscore
their importance and to facilitate the design, readability, and comprehension of the plan.
Generic patterns of BEs and AEs that are used to
match stereotyped loop events.
Knowledge needed for the correct identification of the
plans such as data taype informaiton and the results
of analyzing previous events. This knowledge is
given in the firing-condition.
A consequent includes the following information:
1) Knowledge necessary for the annotation of loops with
their Hoare-style [19] specifications. The precondition
and invariant have the usual meaning 1191. The postcondition part gives information, in case of simple
loops, about the variables values after the loop execution ends. It is correct provided that the loop executes
at least once. If the loop does not execute, no variable
gets modified.
2) In case of DBPs, knowledge about the sequence of
values scanned by the control variables at any point
during and after the loop execution is captured in sequence and final-sequence, respectively.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show two example plans of the categories
DBP and SAP, respectively. To convey the basic analysis
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ideas within a reasonable space limit, we only show simplified versions of the plans. The suffix '#' is used to indicate
terms in the antecedent (or consequent) that must be
matched (or instantiated) with actual values in the loop
events.
plan-name
antecedent
control-variables
condition
enumeration
initialization
firing-condition

consequent
precondition
invariant
postcondition
sequence
final-sequence
inner-addition
where,
Z J
SIJC'C' (x)
PRED (x)
SIIIFT

DBPl (ascendmg enumeration)
var#
var# K# ex@
var# := SUCC(var#)
vari: := var?#
(R# is relational operator that equals < or <) and
(var#is of a discrete ordinal type) and
(Noncomposite or general loop condition)
PRED(var?X) R# exp#
var?K < var# R# SUCC(exp#)
vnr# = S l / C c ' ( S H I ~ ( e x p i ) )
var?# ,. PRED(var#)
var?# ., SHIFT(exph)
var?# 5 var# R# exp#
Sequence of integers from i up to j inclusive.
The successor of x .
The predecessor of x .
The identity function i f R # equals 5, Equals
PRED otherwise.

Fig. 6. A determinate basic plan.

plan-name
antecedent
control-variables
body
initialization
firing-condition
consequent
precondition
invariant
postcondition

S A P s (find minimum)
V#

a#[exp#]R# lhs# 3 lhs# := a#[exp#]
lhs := lhs?#
(R# equals 5 or <)
true
lhs =MIN({lhs?#)U {a#[exp# &,em,
lhs
MIN( { lhs?#}

I})
.U

V#

inner-addition
where,
MIN(s)

{a#[ex@ rial -sequence
Same as invariant.

1))

The minimum of the sets

Fig. 7. A simple augmentation plan

The plan DBP, (Fig. 6) represents an enumeration construct that goes over a sequence of values of a discrete ordinal type in an ascending order with a unit step. In the case
where the loop has a composite condition, the sequence, final-sequence and postcondition of this plan are written in a
more general form that enables deducing the corresponding
sequence, final-sequence and postcondition of the loop
from the multiple BEs it contains. The plan SAPS (Fig. 7)
searches for the minimum of a segment of the array a# and
stores it in the variable Iks#.
The knowledge base in a specific application domain
should be created by an expert in both formal specifications
and this domain. The expert should analyze the commonly
used events in this domain and create new plans or improve on already existing ones. In creating this knowledge
base, its size should be controlled by increasing the utiliza-
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tion of the designed plans. The loop decomposition method
was designed for this purpose; to reveal the common algorithmic constructs that can be incorporated in many different loops. The hypothesis is that this decomposition can
have a positive effect on plan utilization and, hence, on the
size of the knowledge base. Improvements on the structure
and/or the knowledge represented in the plans can also
make the plans applicable to a larger set of events.
Knowledge representation improvements, called abstvactions, involve replacing some of the terms in a plan with
more abstract ones that make the plan capable of analyzing
more cases. For example, replacing the addition operator, +,
in a plan that analyzes an accumulation by summation
event by a more abstract one that denotes either addition or
multiplication represents an abstraction of this plan. The
new plan can analyze both accumulation by summation
and accumulation by multiplication events.
Structural improvements to a plan modify the basic
structure into a tree structure that allows the inclusion of several similar plans in one tree-structured plan. The root of the
tree corresponds to an antecedent part that should match
loop events. The edges of the tree correspond to local firingconditions that control the selection of the appropriate consequents given in the remaining tree nodes. In other words, a
tree-structured plan consists of a single antecedent and several consequents organized into one or more tree structures
as shown in Fig. 8. The consequents are organized into one
tree if the default consequent exists. Otherwise, they are organized into more than one tree (forest). In order to select a
specific tree-structured plan, the event under consideration
should satisfy the antecedent first. Within the plan, local firing-conditions guide the search for the suitable consequent.
The more general the consequent, the closer it is to the root of
its tree (e.g., consequent 1 of Fig. 8 is more general than consequent 1.1).Firing-conditions located at the same level are
mutually exclusive. This means that only forward search is
needed and no backtracking is required. When the event satisfies the antecedent, the search for the appropriate consequent starts at the appropriate root going down in the tree as
far as possible. The edge between a parent and a child can
only be taken if the local firing-condition associated with
this edge is satisfied.
Tree-structured plans can be used to detect special cases
and output loop specifications that are simple and concise.
They can also be used to analyze similar events whose
specifications vary depending on their environment (e.g.,
data types, control computation of the loop, . . ., etc.).
For instance, the plan SAPs (Fig. 7) can be structurally improved as shown in Fig. 9. The antecedent is similar to that
shown in Fig. 7 except for the firing condition. The antecedent firing-condition now allows R# to be matched with
more relational operators. Three local firing-conditions and
the consequents cover three different variations. Consequent
1, which is similar to the consequent of the basic plan in Fig.
7, is for finding the minimum. Consequent 1.2 further simplifies the resulting annotations based on special values of Ihs#
and the analysis information of the control variable U#. Consequent 2 is for finding the maximum.
Using the tree-structured plans can lead to a reduction in
the size of the knowledge base since several plans can be
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1
1
Antecedent
true

Default
Consequent

Consequent 2

Consequent 1

Fig 8 The tree structure of a plan

(Shown m Fig 7)

precondition: true
invariant: Ihs# =MAX((lhs?#} U {a#[exp#sv~uen,,]))
postcondition: Ihs# = MAX({lhs?#} U {a#[

precondition: true
invariant: I ~ S =
# MEV({I~SW}
U {a#[exp# I},,):
postcondition: lhs# = MIN({lhs?#}U {a#[
v:

ex#

Conseauent 1.1
precondition: true
invariant: Ihs# =

final-sequence

1))

vi:

ex@ finatsequence

I})

(v#IS analyzed by DBP, w t h
final-sequence = init# final#) and
Ohs?# = aX-[PREDiinit)l)

a{
a#[exp#

p.’:*,nrz,,

FREPC”)

Fig. 9. Structural improvement to the plan SAP,

combined together into a larger one having a unique antecedent. However, the identification of the proper consequent
becomes more complicated due to the required tree search.

4.5 Analysis of the Events
The events are analyzed by trying to match them with the
antecedents of the knowledge base plans. When an event
satisfies the antecedent of a plan, the appropriate consequent of the matched plan is instantiated giving the contribution of the event to the loop specification. The precondition, invariant, and postcondition of the loop are formed by
taking the conjunction of the corresponding parts of the
event analysis results. When some event(s) do not match
any library plans, the analysis only generates partial specifications of the loop.
To represent the results of matching loop events with
plan antecedents, we define the Analysis Knowledge notation. The Analysis Knowledge,AK(v),of a variable v modified
by a certain loop event consists of an n-tuple where n is
dependent on the specific matched plan. The first term of
the tuple is the name of the matched plan. The remaining
(n - 1) terms are the results of matching the # terms with
the actual values in the event.

The resulting AK tuples for the events of the loop given
in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 10. The first line of Fig. 10 shows
that the event that modifies the variable j is matched with
the antecedent of plan DBP, (Fig. 6). The plan variables var#
and var?# are matched with the event variables j and j?,
respectively. The plan relational operator R# and expression exp# are matched with < and num_of-rooms + 1, respectively. The remaining two lines of Fig. 10 can be similarly interpreted. This AK information is used to instantiate
the consequents of identified plans. The instantiation results are given in Fig. 11. In this figure, the event and plan
responsible for the production of each predicate are shown
to its left. The first two events are analyzed by the plans
DBP, (Fig. 6) and SAP, (Fig. 7),respectively. The plan,
SAP,, which analyzes the third event is not shown here
because it is similar to the plan SAP,. It searches for the
location of the minimum instead of the minimum. Finally,
the synthesized loop specifications are shown in Fig. 12.
AKO)
= (DBPI,vu# J. vnr”# ~7~ R# <, exp# num-of-rooms + 1)
AK(mm) = (SAP,, v# J , a# capacity, ex@ J , Ihs#- mm,IhsW min?)
AK(mndex)= (SAP,,, & J , nii capacity, e r p # : ~rhs#
,
mm,rh?# mm?,Ihs# mdex, l k ? # m d e x l )

Fig. 10. The AK tuples for the events of the loop given in Fig. 3
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Precondition
Event

Plan

1

DBP,
SAP5
SAP,l

2

3

lnvanant
Event
1
2
3

Plan
DBP,
SAP,
SAP,,

- 1 < num-of-rooms + 1
time

capaczfy[mdex?]= mzn?

Predicate

SAP,
SAPHI

<J

num-of-room + 2
mzn=MN({min?} U {capacztyb? J - I]))
capaczty[mdex]= mzn
J?

Postcondibon
Event
Plan
1
DBP,
2
3

the initial value of a variable vav, does this notation
consistently refer to the value of VUY before the start of
the outermost loop in the nested construct? If not,
how can this inconsistencybe removed?

Predicate
J?
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Predicate

+1
(capaczfy,[l? num-of-room]})
capaczty[mndex]= mm

end;

J = num-of-rooms

mzn =k1XV({mzn7}

U

s*
end;

Fig. 11. The instantiations for the events of the loop given in Fig. 3
Fig. 13. A nested structure of while loops.

Precondition:
0‘7 - 1 < num-of-rooms + 1) and
(capaci@[index?]= min?)

To solve these problems, the analysis of nested loops is
performed by recursively analyzing the innermost loops
and replacing them with sequential constructs that repreInvariant:
sent their functional abstraction. The functional abstraction
0’7 5 j < num-of-room + 2 ) and
of
an outer loop depends on the functional abstraction of
(mzB = MIN( { mzn? } U { capacj@b? . .j - 1I}) and
the inner ones and not on the details of their implementa(capacify[zndex]= min)
tion or structure.
Postcondition:
Since this recursive analysis approach is performed bot(j= num-of-rooms + 1) and
tom-up, complete knowledge of inner loop functions is
(min = MhV( { mzn?} U { capaczty[i?.. num-of-rooms]})) and
available during the analysis of an outer loop. Thus, the
(capacity[zndex]= mzn)
invariant of an outer loop can be directly designed to satisfy
the verification rules that are similar to rule (2) listed above.
Fig. 12. The synthesized specifications of the loop given in Fig. 3.
Despite the fact that inner loops are likely to contain references to variables defined in the outer loops, inner loops are
5 ANALYSISOF NESTED
LOOPS
analyzed in isolation of the outer ones enclosing them. As a
To rigorously analyze nested loops using Hoare’s axiomatic result, a complete proof of nested constructs requires
approach [19], 1201, the following problems need to be adapting the inner loop specifications to the context and
solved:
initializations provided by the outer loop. More specifically,
How to represent and utilize the analysis results-of inner loop invariants and, consequently, postconditions
inner loops? A technique for analyzing flat loops has might not be strong enough to satisfy the verification rules
been described in Section 4. Can the same basic tech- that are similar to rule (1).Some predicates might need to
nique be used for outer loops (loops containing other be added to the inner loop invariants and postconditions to
loops)? What modifications, if any, need to be per- enable the verification of such rules. The context adaptation
formed on the basic analysis technique to utilize the phase derives these predicates and adds them to the inner
results of analyzing inner loops in the analysis of loop specifications. Moreover, the consistency of using the
notation vav? to denote the initial value of a variable vav is
outer loops?
How to modify the resulting specifications to facili- ensured using the initializatioiz adaptation phase.
We start in Section 5.1 with some definitions that explain
tate Hoare-style verification? [19], [20] This problem
can be further divided into two subproblems, which how we extract the initialization of a loop in a nested conare explained using the nested construct shown in struct, whether it is the outermost loop or an inner one.
Fig. 13. In this nested construct, let Il and I, be the in- Sections 5.2-5.4 present solutions to the two research problems mentioned above. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 offer a solution
variants of the inner and outer loops, respectively.
Can the above invariants be used to satisfy Hoare to the first research problem. Section 5.4 presents a partial
verification conditions that connect the specifica- solution to the second problem. In these sections, the detions of inner and outer loops in the nested con- scriptions of the analysis steps are interspersed with their
struct? In other words, is it possible to prove the application on the selection sorting example given in Fig.
14. In this example, a simple nested loop repeatedly scans
following rules:
an array segment searching for its minimum. It interI,
(1) changes the minimum with the first element in the seg(I, and 7 (€31) 6,)
ment. It stops after the array capacity[l .. numpofpvooms1 has
(I, and B,) {SI)II
(2)
been sorted in ascending order. The inner loop of this exIf the above invariants use the notation vav? to denote ample is the same one given in Fig. 3.
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5.1 Definitions
In the following definitions, we limit the initialization of a
loop to assignment statements. Conditional statements are
not considered as initializations to reduce the complexity of
the resulting loop specifications. Thus, resulting loop specifications are representative of the loop function without
composing it with the function of preceding conditional
statements.
i, j , index, min, num-of_rooms: integer;
capacity: array[ 1 .. m-rooms] of integer;
i := 1-

whde i 2 num_of_rooms - 1 do begin
index := i;
min := capaci@[i];
i : = i + 1;

j:=i;
whilej < num-of-rooms + 1 do begin
if capacityb] < min then begin
index := j ;
min := c a p a c i t y ~ ] ;
end;
j : = J +1
end;
capaci@[index]:= capaci@[i - I];
capaci@[i- 11 := min
end;
Fig. 14. Example of a nested loop.

The initialization of a loop that is not enclosed by another loop
is assumed to be a set of assignment statements of the form
identifier := expression, which are immediately placed before
its start. These statements give initial values for identifiers
that get modified within the loop body. If this assumption
cannot be satisfied or, equivalently, the loop initialization is
unavailable, the notation v? is used to denote the initial
value of a variable U just before the start of the loop.
If we have two nested while loops, the adaptation path of
the inner loop is a sequence of statements extracted from
their control-flow graph representation. This sequence contains all the statements, simple or compound, that are completely located along the paths starting from the outer loop
control predicate node and ending at the inner loop control
predicate node. In this path, the relative order of the statements is kept unchanged.
The initialization of an inner loop in a nested construct is
obtained by, first, symbolically executing its adaptation
path to produce the net modification performed on each
variable, if possible. Statements of the form identifier := expression are, then, extracted from the symbolic execution
result. Statements are extracted if they satisfy the following
two conditions:
1) The identifier is one of the variables modified within
the inner loop body.
2) The expression does not reference any of the variables
modified along the adaptation path.
If the initialization of a variable U that gets modified within
the loop body is not given by the extracted statements, the

notation U? is used to denote its initial value just before the
start of the loop.
The first condition, in the above definition, ensures that
the initialization statements are utilized by the inner loop
events. The second condition ensures that the values of identifier and expression, just before the start of the inner loop, are
equal. For example, if the adaptation path is i := i + 1; j := i,
then its symbolic execution gives the concurrent assignment
i, j := i + 1, i + 1. Taking j := i + 1 as an initialization statement
is not allowed because the values of j and i + 1, just before the
start of the loop, are not equal (the values of j and i are
equal). The second condition also prevents using statements
of the form, say, x := x + 1 as initializations.
To extract the initialization of the inner loop given in Fig.
14, we use the above definitions. First, we need to symbolically execute the adaptation path of the inner loop. Since
there is only one path between the start of the outer loop and
the start of the inner one, the adaptation path includes all the
statements completely located on this path. The adaptation
path is: index := i; min := capacity[il;i := i + 1;j := i.
The symbolic execution of the adaptation path yields the
concurrent assignment: index, min, i, j := i, capacity[i], i + 1,
i+l.
Then, we need to extract initialization statements of the
form identifier := expression from the symbolic execution
result. The variables modified within the inner loop body
are: iizdex, min, and j. Thus, the statements that satisfy the
first condition of the above definition are: index := i,
iizin := capacity[i],and j := i + 1. However, these statements
are not valid initialization statements because their right
hand sides reference the variable i that gets modified along
the adaptation path. In other words, these statements do
not satisfy the second condition of the above definition. As
a result, the initialization statements of the inner loop are
written by using the notation U? to denote the initial value
of a variable v as follows: index := index?, min := min?, and

j := j?.
5.2 Analysis of Inner Loops and Representation of
Their Analysis Results
The analysis of inner loops is performed using the same four
phases described, in Section 4, for flat loops. To analyze an
outer loop in a nested construct, the analysis results of its
inner loops must be represented in a way that reveals the
functionality of the inner loops and the flow of data into and
out of the inner loops. The data flow information is needed to
perform the decomposition of the outer loop body.
Though the resulting AK tuples or predicate logic annotations can be used to represent the inner loop analysis results, they either include too much detail or the deduction
of the required information is difficult, respectively. Hence,
the solution is to use a formalism that is similar to function
calls; the name encapsulates the functionality while the arguments indicate the data flow information. The formalism
used for this purpose is called an Abstraction Class (AC).
An AC is a knowledge base object that transforms the detailed analysis results of an inner loop to a more abstract representation that facilitates the analysis of outer loops. It
groups AK tuples based on some common functionality and
ignores the unnecessary implementation specific details. The
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common functionality is documented to explain the purpose
of designing the AC and to enhance its modifiability. Furthermore, the definition of an AC offers an abstract representation of its elements that specifies the data flow information. This abstract representation facilitates the mechanical
manipulation of ACs. An Abstraction Class (AC) consists of
three parts:
1) The elements part consists of generic AK tuples that
are separated by the symbol ' I '.
2) The common-function describes the functionality that
the elements of this class share by using common instantiated final-sequence, postcondition, or invariant parts of the matched plans.
3) The representation is a unique abstract representation
that gives the class name, followed by the following
arguments (separated by semicolons and enclosed
between two parentheses): the list of expressions responsible for the data flow into this AC, the list of
variables defined by the AC, the control variables of
the loop under consideration, and a unique number
identifying the loop being analyzed.
The representation part contains the class name that is
an arbitrary and unique name. It also contains the arguments responsible for the data flow into and out of the AC
so that they can be used during the data flow analysis. The
control variables and unique number of the loop are used
in the design of some plan consequents. To simplify the
presentation, the last two arguments are only listed when
needed.
The AK of some variable belongs to a specific AC if it
matches an AK tuple existing in the elements part. The
symbol '*' is used to denote irrelevant information. An expression, exp, enclosed between two brackets in the elements part implies that the expression should be matched
with the corresponding instantiated element of the actual
AK to deduce the value of the variables defined in it. Some
of these variables are utilized in forming the AC arguments.
The AK of the variable j analyzed in the inner loop of
Fig. 14 has the following form:

AK(j) = (DBP,, var# j , vau?# j?, R # <, exp# num_of_rooms + 1).
This AK belongs to the AC in Fig. 15 because it matches
the first AK tuple of the elements part. If we had implemented this loop with the condition j 2 num_of_rooms instead of j < num_of_Yooms + 1, it would have belonged to
the same AC. This is because it matches the second AK tuple of the elements part. These two different implementations belong to the same AC because they have the common
function of going over the integer sequence j ? ..
num-of-yooms in an ascending order.
elements

(DBP,, var#:[VI, var?#:*, R#: <, ex@:

I

common-function

representation

vnall)

(DBP,, var#:[v],
var?#:*, R#: <, ex$: [SUCCyinal)])
The instantiated final-sequence of the plan is: v? ..
jinal
,4CDBl (v,finaL;
v)

Fig. 15. An abstraction class for ascending enumeration.
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Using similar analysis, the AK of the variable m i n is
found to belong to ACSA, (Fig. 16). The AK of the variable

index belongs to ACsAi,,. Because ACsAiil is similar to
ACsAs,it is not shown here. ACsA5 includes the AK tuples
that have the common function of finding the minimum of
an array segment irrespective of the enumeration direction
(ascending or descending) and the index of the array element being checked ( U , PRED(v), or SUCC(v)).It should be
mentioned that ACDB2is similar to ACDRlbut for descending enumeration. The ACs of the variables modified in the
inner loop of Fig. 14 are, thus, as follows:
AK(j) E ACDB,
( j , nnm- of- rooms; j )
AK(min) E ACsA5(capacity, j , num- of- rooms, min; min)

AK(index) E ACsAn,(capacity, j , nnm- of- moms, min, index; index)
(SAP,, v#: [VI, a#: [a],exp#:[PRED(v)],lh.#: [lhs],lhsW. *),where
Aqv) E A
C ([SUN"nul)l.
~
~
~[S~:C'CVnzt)l)

elements

I

(SAP,, vk': [VI, a#: [a],ex@: [VI, IhsK: [lhs],1hsW *),where
AK(v) A C ~ (Vinal],
B ~ W l ) or

.Wv)

E

ACDB, ([lnrtl, Vinall)

I

[SAP,, vR: [VI, a f : [ U ] , expi;. [srlcrq~)],
Ihsft: [lhs], lhs?%. *),
where
AK(v) E ACDB1([f"D(inrt)],[PmD(finai)l)
common-function
representation

The instantiated postcondition of the plan is.
lhs=MIN({lhs?}w {a[init..finall})
ACsA,(a, init,final, lhs; Ihs)

Fig. 16. An abstraction class for finding the minimum

After analyzing an inner loop, we replace it with the
concurrent assignment that assigns to the list of variables
modified by it the result of their analysis. If the AK of a
variable belongs to a predefined AC, its abstract representation, as deduced from the identified AC, is assigned to it.
If the AK of the variable, v u , does not belong to a predefined AC, we assign the form UAC(ak-list; vav) to it, where
UAC stands for Unknown AC and ak-list is a list representing the AK data. The ak-list and vay are used, during automatic analysis, to provide information on the unanalyzed
parts of the loop.
Conceptually, the described replacement is equivalent to
replacing the inner loop with a set of function calls that assign to each variable changed in the inner loop the desired
value. This replacement preserves the control flow dependencies because the concurrent assignment is placed at the
same relative location within the outer loop body. It also
preserves the data flow dependencies between the variables
because the ACs clearly state what variables are responsible
for the data flow into and out of it.
Replacing the inner loops given in Fig. 14 with the described concurrent assignment gives the following modified outer loop:

i := 1;
while i 2 num-of-rooms - 1 do begin
index := i;

min := capacity[i];
i := i + 1;
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.

.

The first event is matched with the antecedent of the

] := 1;

j, min, index := ACDBl(j, num- of- rooms; j),
plan DBP, (Fig. 6). The second event is matched with a
Simple High-level AP (SHAP) that represents the selection
ACSA,(capacity, j , num- of - rooms, min; min),
ACsnn,(capacity, j, num- of- rooms, min, index; index); sorting concept. Because the variables j, min and index do

not explicitly contribute to the outer loop specifications, the
last three events are matched with SHAPs that produce true
predicates. These variables implicitly affect the outer loop
end;
specifications through their abstraction classes that -get used
by the second event. For details concerning the plans used
5.3 Analysis of Outer Loops
and the event analysis results, refer to [l].The final syntheAfter modifying an outer loop body, we analyze it using the
sized analysis results are given below. The first event is
previously described method for analyzing flat loops (Section
responsible for the production of the first conjugate of each
4),as if it does not contain any other loops inside it. This can
predicate. The second event is responsible for the producbe done since the inner loop(s) have been replaced by ordition of the rest of the specifications.
nary sequential constructs. The only difference, in this case, is
that high-level plans are used in addition to the usual (low- Precondition:
level) ones. High-level plans are those that utilize ACs.
(0 5 i?LiJR-Of-YOOlRS - 1)
Adding another classification level, based on whether
Invariant:
the plan is low-level or high-level, to the four plan catego(15 i 5 num-of-rooms) and
ries shown in Fig. 5, we get eight plan categories. These
(FORALL ind:1 I
ind I i - 1: capacity[indl =
new plan categories are shown in Fig. 17. The advantage of
this plan classification scheme is that it indexes plans for
MIN({capacity[ind..
num-of-rooms])) and
rapid access given the loop and event types.
PERM(capacity, capacity?)
The strength of this approach for analyzing nested conPostcondition:
structs is that it can scale up to handle more than two nested
(i = num-of-rooms) and
loops. This is because the inner loops can be recursively ana(FORALL iizd: 1 I ind 5 Mum-of-rooms - 1: capacity[ind]=
lyzed and replaced by sequential constructs. Any outer loop
MIN({capacity[ind.. num-of-roomsll) and
can thus be analyzed by using the higli-level plans in addiPEM(capacity, capacity?)
tion to the low-level ones. If we are unable to analyze one of
the inner loops, the analysis of the outer loop proceeds as far
The resulting predicate logic annotations produced for
as possible. That is, we can only analyze outer loop events the inner and outer loops can be used to assist the underthat are independent of the unanalyzed inner loop events. In standing of the nested construct. An understanding of the
such cases, partial analysis results are produced. An outline sorting algorithm can be formed using the predicate
of the application of the analysis steps on the modified outer
(min = MIN({min?)U {capacity[j?..num-of-roomsll)) and
loop of Fig. 14 is given below.
(cnpncity[index]= min)
The ordered events of the modified outer loop are as
follows:
of the inner loop postcondition and the predicate
1) BE (order 1)
(FORALL ind: 1 5 ind 5 num-of-yooms - 1:capacity[ind]=
condition:
i 5 num-of-rooms - 1
MIN({capacify[ind.. num-of-rooms]}) and
i := i + 1
enumeration:
PEM(capacify,capacity?)
initialization: i := 1
of
the outer loop postcondition. However, such specifica2) AE (order 2)
tions cannot be proved using Hoare-style [19] axiomatic
body: capacity[i],capacity[AC,A,,i(capacity,i + 1,
correctness. To be able to prove the outer loop invariant, the

capacity[index]:= capacity[i - 11;
capacity[i - 11 := min

~

num- of - yooms, capacity[il, i; index)]: =
ACSA5(capacity,
i + 1,num- of- rooms,
capacity[il; min), cnpacity[i]

initialization: capacity := capacity?
3) AE (order 2)
body: j :=ACDB,(i
+ 1, num-of-rooms; j);
initialization: j := j?
4) AE (order 3)
body: min :(ACsA,(capacity,i + 1, Mum-of-rooms,

capacity[i];min)
initialization: min := min?
5) AE (order 3)
body: index := (ACsAnlcapacity, i
capacity[i],i; index)
initialization: index := index?

+

1, num-of-rooms,

predicate

(1 5 i - 1 5 n~im-of-~ooms- 1)and
( F O X A L L ind: 1 5 ind 5 i - 2: capacity[i?zd]
=
MIN({capacity[ind.. num-of-rooms]}) and
PERM(cnpacity, capacity?)
should be added to the invariant of the inner loop. This
predicate provides information about the context of the
inner loop, which is needed to prove rule (1) of the second
research problem that is given at the beginning of this section. In addition,, i?,
, min?, and index? in the inner loon
specifications should be replaced with i, capacity[i - 11, and
i - 1, respectively.

5m4 Adaptation of Inner Loop Specifications
To be able to prove that the implementations of nested constructs satisfy their specifications, the specifications of inner

-
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Augmentation Plans ( U s )

Basic Plans (BPs)

D e t e r m A P s )

Determinate
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(SHaW)

General Lon-levd A P s

Geoeral High-levd APs

(GL*ps)

(CE*Rj)

Fig. 17. New plan categories

loops need to be strengthened to include information about
the context of outer loops enclosing them. To ensure that
the notation var? is consistently used to denote the initial
value of a variable var before the start of the outermost
loop, variables of the form var? in specifications of inner
loops need to be replaced by their actual values. These tasks
are performed in the context and initialization adaptation
phases. The remainder of this subsection describes how to
perform these adaptations. In this description, it is assumed
that the adaptation path of an inner loop, that is defined in
Section 5.1, only includes assignment and conditional
statements. The cases in which this assumption is not satisfied are discussed in Section 6.
Context Adaptation. While analyzing the outer loop, we
have complete knowledge of an inner loop function. Thus,
this is the best time to generate a context related predicate
inner-addition, which strengthens inner loop invariants. By
studying the differences between the current outer loop
invariant part and the generated inner loop invariant part,
we design and add an inner-addition field to the consequents of the knowledge base plans. This field provides any
predicates that should be added to the invariants of inner
loops to enable the verification of rules similar to: (Ii and
B;) (5'2) Io. After analyzing an outer loop, the instantiated
inner-addition fields are synthesized, by conjunction, to
form the predicate inner-addition.
For instance, assume that the plan DBPl (Fig. 6) is used
to analyze an ascending enumeration construct of an outer
loop having the control variable var#. While analyzing the
inner loop in isolation, no knowledge exists about var# being an outer loop control variable that scans a specific sequence of values. Hence, the inner-addition filed of DBP1
should provide this information in the form of the predicate: var?# <: var# R# exp#.
Analyzing the BE of the outer loop given in Fig. 14 using
DPB, yields the following instantiated inner-addition:
(15 i 5 num-of-rooms

--

1)

Similarly, when the inner loop of this sorting example is
analyzed in isolation, its invariant does not include any
information about the sorted segment of the array capacity.
Thus, the inner-addition part of the outer loop selection
sorting plan should provide the following predicate:

(FORALL ind: 1 5 2nd 5 i - 1:capacity[ind]=
MIN({capacity[ind.. num-of-rooms]}) and
PERM(capacity,capacity?)

By taking the conjunction of the two instantiated inneraddition parts, the inner-addition of the example given in
Fig. 14 is:
(15 i 5 num-of-rooms- 1)and
(FOXALL ind: 1 5 ind 5 i - 1:capacity[indl =
MIN( {capacity[iizd..numpof-rooms] )) and

PEXM(capacity,capacity?)
However, the synthesized innev-addition is designed to be
correct at a fixed reference point which is location L, (see
Fig. 13). This is because during the design of the library
plans there is no knowledge, a priori, of the statements
physically located along the adaptation path. The effect of
the statements along the adaptation path should be taken
into consideration to get the corresponding correct predicate, inner-addition,, at location L,.
By comparing the inner-addition produced for the loop
given in Fig. 14 to the predicate that should be added to the
inner loop specifications (given at the end of Section 5.31, it
is clear that they are not exactly the same. This is because
the effect of the statements along the adaptation path has
not been taken into consideration yet.
The context adaptation uses inner-addition and the adaptation path to find inner-addifion2.The predicate inneraddition, is deduced by reversing the effect of the statements along the adaptation path on the variables in inneraddition 1141. For example, if the adaptation path changes i
to i - 1, then all the free occurrences of i in inner-addition are
replaced by i + 1 to generate inner-addition,.
This reversing (or inversion) is performed, mechanically,
by introducing a set of auxiliary variables that replace all
the free occurrences, in inner-addition, of the variables modified along the adaptation path. Conceptually, the auxiliary
variables denote the state of the corresponding original
ones at location L,.
For the example shown in Fig. 14, the auxiliary variable
i, replaces the variable i in inner-addition. Since the variable
capacity is not modified along the adaptation path, no corresponding auxiliary variable is introduced for it. The modified inner-addition, which is called inner-additionl, has the
form:
(1 5 i, 5 num-of-rooms - 1)and

(FORALL ind: 1 5 ind 5 i, - 1: capacity[ind]=
MIN({capacity[ind..num-of-rooms]}) and
PERM(capacity,capacity?)
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We then form a predicate, aux-values, that represents the
relation between the auxiliary variables, used at location L,,
and the corresponding original ones, used at location L,.
This predicate is formed using the symbolic execution result of the adaptation path. First, the introduced auxiliary
variables should replace their corresponding actual ones
that are responsible for the data flow into the symbolic execution result. The predicate equivalent of the statements
that modify the original variables are, then, generated and
conjunctioned together.
The predicate equivalent of an assignment statement is
produced by replacing the assignment sign with an equal
sign. Conditional assignments can be converted into assignment statements of the form: var := choice (conditiolzl,
valuel,condition2, value2, ..., etc.), where the right hand side
is equal to value1 if condition1 is true, value2 if condition2 is
true, and so on. The resulting assignment statement is converted into a predicate as described before.
In the example shown in Fig. 14, the symbolic execution
result of the adaptation path is:
index, min, i, j := i, capacitytil, i tl, i tl.
The context adaptation replaces i by i, in the right hand side
to produce:
index, min, i, j := i,, capacity[i,], i,+1, i,+1.
The statement that modifies the original variable i is i :=
i, + 1. The predicate equivalent of this statement, i = i, + 1, is
the predicate nux-values.
The required correct predicate inner-addition, is the conjunction of aux-values and inner-addition,. The predicate in
ner-addition,, which is actually added to the inner loop invariant, has the form:

(1 5 i, 5 num-of-rooms 1) and
(FORALL ind: 1 < ind 6 i, - 1:capacity[indl
MIN({capacity[ind .. num-of-vooms] 1) and
PERM(capacity, capacity?) and
-

i=i,+l

)ouig@i variables

fication is replaced by ((uaradaapt)g:o,,iernuxiliary uariables).
For instance, the symbolic execution result of the adaptation path of the example shown in Fig. 1 4 is:
index, min,i, j := i, capacity[i], i + 1, i + 1.
The variable j? in the inner loop specification is replaced by
((i + l ~ ~ o t c ~where
c r ) ~ li ~=, i, + 1. So, j? is effectively replaced
by i. Similar analysis shows that min? and index? should be
replaced by capacity[i - 11 and i - 1, respectively.
In summary, the specification of the inner loop shown in
Fig. 14 is adapted by adding the predicate inner-addition,
that is simplified to:

(1 5 i - 1 5 num_of_room - 1)and
(FORALL ind: 1 5 i d 2 i - 2: capacity[ind]
MIN({capacity[ind.. num-of-rooms]}) and
PERM(capacity, capacity?)

=

The initial variables j?, min?, and index? are replaced with i,
capacity[i - 11, and i - 1, respectively. These adaptation results are exactly the ones described at the end of Section 5.3.

6 DISCUSSION
In this paper, a knowledge-based program understanding
approach has been described. The resulting predicate logic
annotations are unambiguous and have a sound mathematical basis that allows correctness conditions to be stated
and verified, if desired. The analysis approach does not rely
on real-time user-supplied information and can analyze
nonadjacent loop parts.
However, there are limitations to this approach. These are:
Practical limitations related to the effort and ingenuity
needed to design the plans.
Theoretical limitation related to the generation of concise postconditions for general loops.
* Theoretical limitation related to the adaptation of inner loop specifications in some nested loops.

The practical limits stem from the plan designers inability to formally analyze complicated loops and find their
invariants despite the fact that these invariants exist theoretically. The resulting specifications are as accurate, readable, and correct as the plans are. That is why the tasks of
designing plans and managing the knowledge base, for a
specific application domain of interest, should be performed by an expert in both the desired domain and formal
specifications.
The first theoretical limit was discussed in Section 4.4. In
case of general loops, we cannot produce loop postconditions as intelligently and concisely as for simple loops bethen uarndnpiis the needed initial value. However, varndapf cause it was not possible to include postcondition parts in
needs to be modified so that it is expressed in terms of the the plans designed for analyzing individual events of genprogram state at location L2 and not location L1. This modi- eral loops. Thus, additional simplifications of the postconfication is performed in the same way we modified inner- ditions that transforms them into more readable ones might
oviginal variables
be required.
addition. That is, varfldapl
is modified to varadnpi
auxillinry oarinbles
The second theoretical limit occurs in nested structures
However, if ziav itself occurs in varndnpt,
it should, first, be having the following characteristic: the adaptation path of
replaced by va~(,,~,,
to avoid a circular definition of the ini- an inner loop contains statements other than assignment
tial value of var.In short, every var? in the inner loop speci- and conditional statements (e.g., loops or procedure calls).

Initialization Adaptation. The initialization adaptation
replaces each variable of the form vav?, in an inner loop
specification, with its value as deduced from its adaptation
path and the invariant of the enclosing loop. After this replacement, the notation var? is reserved for referring to the
state of a variable var before the start of the outermost loop.
~ ~ ~to refer the value of vay as deThe notation ~ l a r ~is, ,used
duced from the invariant of the loop enclosing it.
The initial value of a variable v a is
~ extracted from the
symbolic execution result of the adaptation path. If the
symbolic execution result assigns the value uarndapito vav,
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The context and initialization adaptations cannot, in general, be performed for such cases. The reason for this limitation is that the context and initialization adaptations are
based on the fact that assignment statements and, to a lesser
extent, conditional statements can be easily inverted in a
mechanical way [14]. However, if there are loops, procedure calls, or function calls, this inversion cannot be performed mechanically. Performing such an inversion is
equivalent to finding the specifications of arbitrary program fragments containing nonsequential constructs and
representing their analysis results in terms of equational
specifications that can be easily inverted. The presented
approach can perform symbolic execution of sequential
constructs and can produce first order predicate logic specifications of loops. However, these two different capabilities
have not been integrated to produce invertible equational
specifications of arbitrary program fragments.
The second theoretical limitation only affects the ability
to prove that the loop implementations satisfy the resulting
specifications. It does not affect the ability to assist the understanding of nested loops. This is because the approach
still produces meaningful specifications of the whole construct. For instance, it has been shown that an understanding of the sorting algorithm in our example was possible
before performing the adaptation steps. In addition, the
context and initialization adaptation can be performed in
some special cases. One special case occurs when the variables used in the inner-addition do not get modified along
the adaptation path. Another special case happens when
variables, whose initial values need to be replaced, do not
get modified along the adaptation path. In the first case, the
context adaptation does not need to modify the predicate
inner-addition. In the second case, the initialization adaptation directly replaces var?, if any, with its value as deduced
from the outer loop invariant. A third special case occurs
when the loops located on the adaptation path are simple
ones. In this case, the adaptation of an inner loop specification can be performed using postcondition parts of its preceding loop, which are in equational form, instead of its
outer loop invariant. It should be noted that the first theoretical limit partly affects the second one. If we were able to
include equational postconditions in the plans that analyze
general loops, they could have been used in the adaptation
steps.

7 CASESTUDY
The program chosen as a case study of our loop analysis
process deals with scheduling a set of university courses. It
has about 1,400 lines of executable Pascal source code.
There are a total of 39 modules (functions and procedures).
A complete listing of the requirements, specifications, design, and code documents is given elsewhere [22].In this
program, there are 77 loops that cover all the classes in our
taxonomy. Many of these loops involve sorting, searching,
and scheduling algorithms. Because of the interactive nature of this program, it contains several other loops that
perform input error detection as well as warning and error
messages generation.
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7.1 Objectives
The main objective of this case study was to test our analysis approach and to assess its effectiveness when applied to
a fixed set of loops in a real and pre-existing program of
some practical value. To this effect, we collected the data
needed for performing the following validations and
characterizations:
Test the hypothesis that a loop complexity dimensions
are valid indicators of its amenability to analysis.
Test the hypothesis that the loop decomposition and
plan design methods of our approach can make the
plans applicable in many different loops and, hence,
increase their utilization.
Characterize the practical limits of the analysis
approach.
7.2 Method
The case study was performed, manually, prior to the implementation of the prototype tool. Case study results are,
thus, not affected by the limits of the implementation that
are given at the end of Section 8. The set of 77 loops in the
described program were extracted along with their initializations. This set included 25 for loops, which were transformed to their equivalent while loops. The loops analyzed
had the usual programming language features such as
pointers, procedure and function calls, and nested loops. To
design, and prove, assertions of loops containing pointer
variables, the notation and techniques of Luckham and
Suzuki [30] were used. Procedures that were called from
within loops had to be formally analyzed, using Hoare
techniques 1201, to obtain rigorous descriptions of their
functionality and data flowing into and out of them.
During the study, every loop under consideration was
first decomposed into its basic and augmentation events.
Then, every event was analyzed in order to design a plan
suitable for it. If no plan was available in the knowledge
base to match the event under consideration, or a similar
event, a new plan was developed with designer defined,
candidate specifications. The plan was then modified and
tailored to give correct specifications by trying to prove the
loop invariant using Hoare techniques [191. If a plan that
matched a similar event, but not the exact one under consideration, existed in the knowledge base, improvements on
the structure and/or the knowledge represented in the existing plan were considered.
As the number of analyzed loops increased, the experience gained led to the evolution of the knowledge base. The
monitored usage of the knowledge base served to improve
some of the plans in terms of their structure, knowledge
representation, number, and naming conventions. As a result, the knowledge base was more suitable for the domain
under consideration.
The designed plans (BI's and AI's) were not only limited
to those which provided functional specifications but also
included plans that discarded unnecessary detail about
temporary variables and plans that provided warning and
error messages. It should also be mentioned that the resulting formal specifications were not formulated in terms
of concepts specific to the application domain. Even though
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such domain independent specifications can increase the
chance of reusing the plans, they sometimes have the disadvantage of being more difficult to read [7].
We decided not to specifically design plans for the
analysis of 12 loops (15.6%)in the case study. The unique
and complex nature of these loops suggested that the effort
needed to design their analysis plans highly outweighs advantages that could be gained from their expected extent of
utilization in this specific application domain. That is, the
partial analysis of the 12 loops in this case study is mainly
attributed to the practical limitation discussed in the previous section. These 12 loops were arbitrarily numbered from
p l through p12. They were analyzed using the available set
of plans to determine whether useful partial specifications
could be obtained.

7.3 Results and Analysis
Tables 2 and 3 give the data collected to test the hypothesis
that a loop complexity dimensions are indicators of its
amenability to analysis. Table 2 gives the number of loops
completely analyzed in each class defined by our taxonomy. Along the first dimension, the available and analyzed
numbers of Simple (S) and General (G) loops are given. In
the second dimension, the available and analyzed numbers
of loops with Noncomposite (N) and Composite ( C ) conditions are given. Finally, the available and analyzed numbers of Flat (F) and Nested (N) loops are given along the
third dimension. Using the three classification dimensions,
any loop must belong to one of the 8 (23) equivalence
classes given in Table 3. In this table, the available and
analyzed numbers of loops in each of these equivalence
classes are shown. The table also gives the total numbers of
events and their averages for the analyzed loops in each
class.
The results given in Tables 2 and 3 support the hypothesis that the classification taxonomy helps in predicting a
loop amenability to analysis. Table 2 shows that the presumably more complex classes always have lower percentages of completely analyzed loops than the presumably less
complex ones. For example, the percentages of completely
analyzed flat and nested loops are 98 and 54, respectively.
All flat loops were completely analyzed except for one loop
(loop p10) that contained a call to a procedure with a partially analyzed nested loop (loop p9). This percentage
variation is even more notable when further investigated
along the five available equivalence classes of Table 3. Percentages range from 100% for SNF and SCF to 22% for
GCN. The numbers of events in the analyzed loops further
support the interpretation that the classification of a loop is
an indicator of its complexity and, correspondingly, its
amenability to analysis. For example, while SNF loops
(Flat) have an average of 2.4 events/loop, SNN loops
(Nested) have an average of 5.6 events/loop.
Table 4 summarizes the data collected to examine the
plan utilization issue. It shows the number of events analyzed by each of the designed plans. It also shows the total
utilization of the plans in each of the six available categories. Since only one high-level basic plan (IBP,) was designed, we do not differentiate between low and high-level
BPs. During the iterative process of designing the plans,

some of them underwent abstractions and others were
structurally improved into tree structures. The * or + superscript is used to denote those plans that underwent abstractions or structural improvements, respectively. For
example, plan DBP, was used 45 times and had a treestructured design.
The 48 plans designed were utilized in analyzing a total
of 235 events. A closer examination of the results in Table 4
shows that a set of 27 plans (56%) analyzed 214 events
(91%).The remaining 21 plans were only used once. These
results indicate that if we focus on a specific application
domain, there is bound to be a kernel of events that can be
captured by a relatively reasonable number of plans. On the
other hand, there will also be plans that, as in our study,
may be used just once. The emphasis should be on the design of the plans that cover the kernel.
TABLE2
NUMBEROF COMPLETELY ANALYZEDLOOPS
ALONGTHE THREEDIMENSIONS
Analysis statistics

.4valablenumber
Number analyzed
Percentageanalyzed

Analysis
statistics
Avalablenumber

1

Simple
loop
52

General
loop
25

Dimension
2
Noncomposite Composite
condition
condition
46
31

48

17

42

92

68

91

23
14

Flat
body
53
52

31

I SCF 1 SNN I
1 6 I 15 I

SCN
0

24

13

98

Equivalence class

SNF

3
Nested
body

I GNF I GCF I
1 0 I 16 I

GNN
0

54

1
I

GCN
9

TABLE4
UTILIZATION
OF THE DESIGNED
PLANS
Name

Plan (

(subscript)

SLAP

1
2
3
4
5
6

23*+
19+
3*
1
1
1

SHAP
3+

13*+
1

I

1

1
1
1
2

8
9

20
3

2
2

10

-

1

11
12
13
14
15

-

2

-

16
17

__

1
1
1
2
1
3

18

-

1

The 10 plans that underwent improvements to their
structure and knowledge representation (21%) analyzed
149 events (63%). The average number of utilization of the
plans vary from 4.9 (with standard deviation of 8) for all 48
plans to 14.9 (with standard deviation of 11.8) for the 10
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improved plans that are marked with the * dnd + superscripts. These numbers support the argument that commonly used plans get more chances to be revised and
adapted and this, in turn, leads to their higher utilization.
We also notice, from Table 4, that even though nine
SLAPS analyzed 72 events, double the number of SHAPs
(19) only analyzed 39 events. This indicates that simple
'low-level' blocks of code are more frequently utilized than
the more complex 'high-level' ones.
In general, the results in Table 4 show that the
events/plan ratio is high (4.9), especially in case of the
plans that underwent structural and knowledge representation improvements (14.9). This indicates that the decomposition and plan design methods tend to have a positive
effect on plan utilization and, consequently, on the size of
the knowledge base. However, since our main objective
was to validate and evaluate the analysis approach, we designed many plans (21) that were only used once. These
plans helped us in evaluating the analysis approach in
loops with, say, high nesting level or a large number of procedure calls. Since these plans were designed to handle single specific events, they are probably not fully developed.
The analysis of more loops in the same application domain
should either eliminate or improve them.
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the data collected to determine which kinds of loops are more appropriately analyzed
by the approach. Table 5 provides some insight into the
practical limits of the approach. It gives different characteristics of the partially analyzed loops. Table 6 compares
some of these characteristics to the corresponding ones of
the completely analyzed loops. To provide a more detailed
insight into the analyzed loops, some loop source codes are
given in Appendix C.
The second theoretical limitation, described in Section 6,
only occurred in loop p9. That is, the partial analysis of the
12 loops in this case study was mainly because of practical
limitations. Analyzing loops pl-p6 and p8-p9 using the
current set of plans yielded no partial results. Loop p10,
whose characteristics are compatible with those of the
completely analyzed loops, was almost completely analyzed; four out of five events were analyzed. The fifth event
was not analyzed because it contained a call to a procedure
with a partially analyzed nested loop (loop p9). Loops p7
and p12 yielded some minor partial analysis results. Loop
pl 1 gave considerable partial analysis results.
It is clear from Table 5 that almost all of the partially
analyzed loops are nested (11 out of 12) and contain procedure calls (10 out of 12). They have an average size of 43.2
executable source lines of code and an average of 12.4
modified variables. Table 6 shows that some of these characteristics are considerably different from the corresponding ones for the completely analyzed loops. For example,
the completely analyzed loops have an average size of 10.5
executable source lines of code and an average of 3.4 modified variables. While the average number of events in the
completely analyzed loops is 3.3, the partially analyzed
loops have 11.9 events on the average. This case study has
given us the impression that loops of up to five events were
more easily analyzed than others.
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However, we noticed in some loops (p7, p8, pll, and
p12) that some events closely match some of the designed
plans. A larger domain of study could have improved those
plans or resulted in designing similar ones that can contribute more to the specifications of such loops.
Even though the results of the case study are encouraging, further experimentation is, in our opinion, needed to
investigate the generality and efficiency of the presented
approach with respect to various application domains. This
experimentation can serve to characterize the cases in
which this approach can work best.
TABLE5
12 PARTIALLY ANALYZED
LOOPS

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

Characteristics

Loop #

Class

Events

Executable

SLOC

pl
p2
p3
p-4

p5
p6
p7
p8

p9
p10
pll
p12

GCNI
GCN
GCN
GCN
GCN
SNN
SNN
GCN

SNN
GCF

13

1 4 8

9

30
46
32
49

13
9
13

17
20

53

8

36
29

53

GCN

5
5
12

52

SNN

19

I1

13

Characteristics
(in terms of average numbers)

Mad6edvanabler
Pointer Procedure Fmctmn Inom
non-control vanables
calls
calls
loops
1
3
1 10 1 0 1 5 1 4 1 1
3
0
2
2
1
6
3
10
0
3
2
2
3
6
0
2
2
1
3
10
0
4
2
2
1
16
2
I
2
1
1
19
4
0
1
1
7
2
2
4
0
1
1
4
3
0
0
2
control

1

2
3
1

4

Modified variables

4

1
1

4

0

1

Completely analyzed
loops

2
4
4

0
2
3

Partially analyzed
loops

3.3

11.9

(SD = 2.1)
10.5
(SD = 8.3)
3.4
(SD = 2.5)

(SD = 4.8)
43.2

Events
Executable SLOC

11

20

(SD = 15.7)
12.4
(SD = 4.9)

8 IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate the feasibility of automating our knowledgebased analysis approach, a prototype tool, which annotates
loops with predicate logic annotations, has been designed [2].
LANTeRN, which stands for "Loop ANalysis Tool for Recognizing Natural-concepts," has been developed using Lisp.
The input to the current version of LANTeRN is in the form
of a loop to be analyzed, and its declarations, written in a
subset of Pascal. It is assumed that the input Pascal program
has been previously compiled successfully. LANTeRNs output includes the loop classification, loop events along with
names of the plans they match, individual event analysis
results, and synthesized and adapted final results. Its knowledge bases contain plans and ACs from the case study. The
test cases were also used from the case study. It should also
be mentioned that the specifications presented in this paper
were generated by LANTeRN.
In the current implementation, construction of the plans
and ACs is not automated. That is, we manually populated
the knowledge bases. However, no human interaction is
needed during the utilization of the plans and ACs during
analyzing loops. The construction of the tree-structured
plans, especially in case of large knowledge bases, can be
facilitated by the design of automated techniques that assist
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in their acquisition and development. For instance, several
knowledge base plans might have the same antecedent
parts except for the firing-conditions. Other plans might
have antecedents that represent special cases of a more
general antecedent. Automatically identifying such plans
and combining them into more sophisticated tree structures
is an interesting topic for future study.
The first phase in the implementation is a translation
phase that converts the input into a language independent
form. The loop initialization and body are converted into a
set of lisp function calls. The loop condition, however, is left
in its predicate form. Data type information is also extracted. The translation results are stored in a global data
base so that they can be easily accessed by all analysis
phases. After the translation phase, the rest of the prototype
can be used to analyze loops independent of the imperative
programming language used.
Starting from the innermost loop(s), all input loops are
recursively analyzed. If the loop body contains inner
loop(s), the AK tuples of the inner loop(s) are used to
search for the matching ACs in the AC knowledge base.
The inner loop(s) are then replaced by a concurrent assignment in terms of the found ACs as explained in Section 5.2.
After this replacement, the four main phases of the loop
analysis approach are implemented by following the descriptions given in Section 4. Two kinds of simplifications
are performed in LANTeRN. The simplification of arithmetic expressions is performed by converting input expressions into an internal canonical form for polynomials, manipulating them, and converting them back to their external
form [341. Predicate simplifications, however, are limited.
They are performed using rule-based translation with a set
of logical identities serving as rules.
Because LANTeRN was designed for the specific purpose of demonstrating that our approach can be automated,
its user interface is primitive and the only structured type
currently being handled is the array type. Because of the
second limitation, all loops considered in our case study
were analyzed by LANTeRN except for those which included pointers.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a knowledge-based loop analysis approach has
been described. This approach mechanically generates rigorous unambiguous predicate logic annotations of computer
programs. It is a bottom-up analysis approach that does not
rely on real-time user-supplied information that might not be
available at all times (e.g.,the goals a program is supposed to
achieve).In addition, it enables partial recognition and analysis of stereotyped, nonadjacent program parts.
A case study was performed on a real and existing program of some practical value. This case study served to
partially validate the analysis approach and to characterize
its practical limits. To demonstrate the feasibility of automating our knowledge-based analysis approach, a prototype tool, which annotates loops with predicate logic annotations, has been designed and implemented [Z].
The approach can assist in the maintenance and reuse
activities by producing semantically sound and expressive

predicate logic annotations of programs. Since many programs are undocumented, underdocumented, or misdocumented, a major part of the maintenance task is spent in
recognizing and understanding abstract programming concepts [5], [28]. Automation of program analysis and understanding can, thus, contribute to maintenance tools and
methods and provide support for various maintenance activities. Program analysis and understanding is also crucial
for code reuse since the reuser must be aware of what a
code component does. Understanding reusable code components can be achieved by augmenting them with a precise and clear description of their functionality [7].
If these
descriptions are in the form of formal specifications, they
can be further used in generating test cases and assessing
the correctness of the implementation. Automation of program understanding is needed to facilitate the quick and
efficient population of a reuse repository with well documented components [4],[ll].
However, when annotating complicated and large program parts, these formal specifications can become hard to
read. The readability of such specifications can be enhanced
if they are further abstracted. This abstraction can be performed by replacing a formal statement with another one
that is formulated in terms of a more widely known and
understood concept [ 131. Domain abstractions can further
abstract the formal specifications with concepts specific to
the application domain. The domain specific replacements
can be explicitly performed by producing the abstract and
then the domain specific ones. Otherwise, they can be implicitly performed by designing the plans such that their
consequents are directly written in terms of the domain
specific terms. In the former case, the knowledge base plans
are more general and can be used in several different domains. The last stage that performs the higher level abstractions can be tailored to the needs of different domains
and thus enhances the portability of the system. The latter
approach, however, is easier to implement mechanically
but reduces the generality of the plans.
With respect to software development, predicate logic
plays an important role in development of software using
such languages as VDM and Z [25],1441, [51]. Since our
loop analysis technique produces predicate logic annotations, it can assist such formal development methods. Our
reverse engineering approach can provide assistance in the
last development stage that moves from operation specifications to imperative programming language implementations. That is, the presented loop analysis technique can
help in showing that proof obligations generated during the
operation refinement process are satisfied. It should be
noted, however, that the mathematical notations used in
VDM, Z , and our plans are not the same. To transform one
mathematical notation to another, simple syntactic variations need to be performed. For a detailed description of
how our approach can assist in program development with
VDM and Z , refer to [2].
There are some practical and theoretical limits to the
presented approach. The practical limits are due to the difficulty of designing the knowledge base plans. The theoretical limits occur in nested structures with adaptation
paths that contain statements other than assignment and
conditional statements. They also occur while deriving the
postconditions of general loops.
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Future work includes extensions and improvements of the
analysis approach, experimenting with the techniques in
various application domains, and improvements on the prototype tool. The analysis approach needs to be expanded to
perform an intelligent analysis of complete program modules
that include nonalgorithmic constructs such as stacks and
queues. We need to investigate the utilization of additional
information and knowledge in the source code (e.g., comments, variable names) to assist in plan recognition. Performing empirical studies in various application domains can
serve to address and investigate several issues related to the
acquisition and development of plans and the generality and
efficiency of the presented approach with respect to different
application domains. Finally, the developed tool served to
demonstrate that the analysis techniques can be automated
[2]. For practical utilization of such a tool, it needs to be enhanced to support additional programming language features and improve the user interface.

APPENDIXA - NOTATION
The negation operator
The implication operator
x is an element of y
Union of the sets x and y
Denotes an irrelevant information
Value of var before an operation or a loop
Value of var as deduced from the outer
loop invariant
Value of var as deduced from the adaptation path of the current inner loop
Sequence of integers from i u p to j inclusive
(FORALL x: p l : p2) For all x values that satisfy p 1 , p2 is true
The logical conjunction operator
and
While loop condition
B
MIN s
The minimum of the set (or sequence) s
MAX s
The maximum of the set (or sequence) s
The logical disjunction operator
or
The result of substituting y for each free
py'
occurrence of x in P
If the predicate P is true before executing
P{SlQ
the first statement of the program part S,
and if S terminates, then the predicate Q
will be true after the execution of S is
complete
Array a is a permutation of the array b
PERM(a, b)
PRED(x)
The predecessor of x
The successor of x
SUCC(x)

APPENDIXB - ACRONYMS

AC,,
AE
AK
AP
BE
BP
UBP
GAP
GCF

Abstraction Class
AC that abstracts AK tuples whose first term is
a DBP
AC that abstracts AK tuples whose first item is a
SAP
Augmentation Event
Analysis Knowledge
Augmentation Plan
Basic Event
Basic Plan
Determinate Basic Plan
General Augmentation Plan
General loop, Composite condition, Flat

GCN
GHAP
GLAP
GNF
GNN
IBP
LANTeRN
SCF
SCN
SHAP
SLAP
SNF
SNN
UAC
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General loop, Composite condition, Nested
General High-level Augmentation Plan
General Low-level Augmentation Plan
General loop, Noncomposite condition, Flat
General loop, Noncomposite condition, Nested
Indeterminate Basic Plan
Loop ANalysis Tool for Recognizing Naturalconcepts
Simple loop, Composite condition, Flat
Simple loop, Composite condition, Nested
Simple High-level Augmentation Plan
Simple Low-level Augmentation Plan
Simple loop, Noncomposite condition, Flat
Simple loop, Noncomposite condition, Nested
Unknown Abstraction Class

APPENDIXC - EXAMPLE
LOOPS
The following four figures provide a more detailed insight
into the analyzed loops. The first two figures (Figs. 18 and
19) show two of the completely analyzed loops. The last
two figures (Figs. 20 and 21) demonstrate two of the partially analyzed loops. These two loops were referenced as
p l and p9, respectively.
i

.=

1-

course-i := 0;
flag :=false;
whle (i <= nun-of-courses) and not flag do begin
if course-no = course-no-db[i] then bwi1
course-i := i;

flag :=true
end else
i :=i+ 1
end
Fig. 18. First example of a completely analyzed loop.

numofgref = 0,
vahdgref_llst = ml,
wlule pref-list <> ml do begn
nun-ofgref = num-ofgref + 1,
1

=1,

flag =false,

wlule (i <= numof-times) and not flag do begm
if preflist".p-index = time_slot-db[i] then begin
new(temp1ist);
templist".p-index := i;
if nun-ofgref = 1 then
temp-list".pgtr := nil
else

templist".pgtr := validgref-list:
validgref-list := templist;
flag :=true
end else
i:=i+l
end:
if I > num-of-hmes then begm
wnteln('lme # I, Ime-no 3, ' ** ', msgbuf),

wnteln('
no such preference m the db
num-ofgref = numofgref - 1
end,
pref-list = pref-list" p g t r
end

I,

pref-list" p-mdex),

Fig 19. Second example of a completely analyzed loop
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error := false;
nun-of-rooms := 0;
get-neXtline(1, buffer);
lineno := line-no + 1;
msgbuf := buffer;
flag :=false;
while (buffer <> ’eof) and (num-of-rooms < maxrooms)and not flag do begin
token := get-token([’;’, ’:’I, buffer);
if token = ’; ’ then begin
flag :=true
end;
if not flag then begin
if not chk-fm-rn-no(token) then begin
error :=true
end:
{Thefollowing loop was completely analyzed.}
i := 1;
while i <= strlength do begin
roomno[i] := token[i];
i :=it1
end;
token := get-token([’;’, ’:’I, buffer);
if token = ’: ’ then
token := get-token([’;’, ’:’I, buffer);
cap := string-to-&(token);
if not chl-range-cap(cap) then
error :=true;
if not error then
if not chk-dup(roomn0) then begin
num-of-rooms := numofrooms + 1;
classroom-db [nm-ofrooms] .room-no := roomno;
classroom~db[num~of~rooms]
.capacity := cap
end else begm
writeln(’1ine #’, line-no: 3, ’ ** ’, msgbuf);
writeln(’ classroom entry specified more than once :’, room-no,
end;
token := gettoken([’;’, ’:’I, buffer);
if token = ’; ’ then
flag :=true
else
if nun-ofrooms <> maxrooms then begin
get-nextline(1, buffer);
lineno := lineno + 1;
msgbuf := buffer
end
end
end;
Fig. 20. Partially analyzed loop number p l .

’** ignored **’)
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slot-tldl :=true;
tempqg-res := pg-reserve;
whle tempgg-res <> nil do begin
(The following loop was completely analyzed.}
temp-timeslots :=tempgg-res”.timeslots;
while (temp-timeslots<%il)and(temp-timeslots*.timeslot<%me) do
temp-timeslots := temp-timeslots”.tgtr;
if temp-timeslots <> nil then begin
temp-room-list := temp-timeslots*,roomlist;
if (temp-roomlist <> nil) and (temp_roomlist*.r-index = room) then begin
temp-timeslots*. roomlist := temp-timeslots*,roomlist*.r q t r ;
if temp-timeslots*.roomlist <> nil then
slot-full :=false
end else begin
slot-full := false;
if temp-roomlist <> nil then begin
{The following loop was completely analyzed. )
flag := false;
whle not flag and (temp-roomlist*.rqtr <> nil) do
if temp-roomlist*.rqtr”’.r-index <> room then begin
temp-roomlist :=temp-room-list*.rgtr
end else
flag :=true;
if temproomlist*.rqtr <> nil then
temp-roomlist”.rqtr := temp-roomlist*.rqtr*.rgtr;
end
end
end;
tempgg-res := tempgg-res”.res-next
end;
Fig. 21. Partially analyzed loop number p9.
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